FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Marty Baumgarten, Kresse College of

Michael Tunnell, Queen's College, City University of New York

Brendan Stallman, San Francisco State University

Carolyn Johnson, University of California, Santa Cruz

7:15 a.m.  READING MORNINGS, READING CARTULAE: THE QUESTION OF INFLUENCE

The French Revolution—1789

William Baker, Peter Collan College

Habets and their SOURCERES—some retrospect

Chair: David Streeter, University of California, Santa Cruz

10:30 a.m.  CAVES AND HISTORY, AND HISTORY, CAVES, AND CAVES

From Keposm, Queen's College, City University of New York

Power and Authority

Source: Norman and Thompson, Source Permittion on Caratule and His Era

7:00 p.m.  (at Porter)

9.1. The Norman and Thompson Erase Permiss on Caratule and His Era

Robert Rivers, Elizabeth Street University

Fred Karpman, Queen's College, City University of New York

Pamela Cole, Michael Colborne, University of British Columbia

Chair: Marty Baumgarten, Kresse College of California, Santa Cruz

2:00 p.m.  A PANEL DISCUSSION AND VIGNETTES OF THE CARATUL COLLECTION

Richard Dunn, University of California, Santa Cruz

Herbert Rosenthal, University of California, Santa Cruz

Pickens' Head Fence: The Caratula Connection

3.1. NOTES AND INFORMATION II

10:00 a.m.  CAVES AND HISTORY, AND HISTORY, CAVES, AND CARATULAE, Berekely

Chair: Catharine Grattadour, University of California, Berkeley

Carole Markley, University of Texas at Austin

"The Precedent of Sollogay in the French Revolution and A Tale of Two Cartulae"

Propertie Cartulae in the French Revolution and A Tale of Two Cartulae

Chair: Loralee Sackett, Cartula's State College at San Bernardino

2:30 p.m.  NOTES AND INFORMATION I

"A Tale of Two Cartulae and Revolutionary Plot" Peter Briscoe, U.C., Santa Cruz

1:30 p.m.  WATCHING THE REVOLUTION

"The University of California, Davis Project Presenters

FRIDAY, AUGUST 6 - SUNDAY, AUGUST 8, 1982

KRESSE HALL, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ

A VICTORIAN FRIENSHIP: CARTULAE AND DIOGENES

The UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DIOGENES PROJECT PRESENTERS